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ABSTRACT

We address a new error-resilient scheme for broadcast-quality interactive MPEG-2 video streams to be transmitted

over lossy packet networks. A new scene-complexity adaptive mechanism, namely Adaptive MPEG-2 Information

Structuring and Protection (AMISP) is introduced. AMISP lies on an information structuring scheme which modu-

lates the number of resynchronization points (i.e., slice headers and intra-coded macroblocks) in order to maximize

the perceived video quality. The video quality the end-user experiences depends both on the quality of the com-

pressed video before transmission and on the degradation due to packet loss. Therefore, the structuring scheme

constantly determines the best compromise between the rate allocated to encoding pure video information and the

rate aiming at reducing the sensitivity to packet loss. It is then extended with a Forward Error Correction (FEC)

based protection algorithm to become AMISP. AMISP triggers the insertion of FEC packets in the MPEG-2 video

packet stream. Finally, it is shown that AMISP outperforms usual MPEG-2 transmission schemes, and o�ers an

acceptable video quality even at loss ratios as high as 10�2. Video quality is estimated using the Moving Picture

Quality Metric, which proved to behave consistently with human judgement.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Because of the increasing availability of Internet and ATM networks, packet video is becoming a common support.

It is therefore important to fully understand the parameters that may a�ect the quality of the video delivered to

the end-user, and how to cope with the resulting impairments. Both the encoding and the transmission processes

may a�ect the quality of service. The best quality at the lowest bandwidth occupancy can thus only be obtained by

optimizing the entire system end-to-end rather than its individual components in isolation.1,2

The choice of a compression standard mostly depends on the available transmission or storage capacity as well

as the features required by the application. The MPEG-2 standard is an audio-visual standard developed by the

International Standards Organization (ISO) together with the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC).3

The video part of MPEG-2 permits data rates up to 100 Mbps and also supports interlaced video formats and a

number of advanced features, including those supporting HDTV. MPEG-2 is capable of compressing NTSC or PAL

TV-resolution video into an average bit rate of 3 to 7 Mbps with a quality comparable to analog broadcast TV.4

Like any other compressed data, compressed video is highly sensitive to data loss (see Section 2). Data loss

propagates within the sequence and may thus become very annoying for the end-user.5 The error resilience schemes

proposed in the literature6 could be roughly classi�ed into three categories.7

First, the concealment techniques try to estimate missing video data using information available at the receiver.

The simplest methods would be to replace the missing block with a similar block. The motion vectors could also
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be approximated by those of the surrounding video blocks. However, even for the most sophisticated concealment

techniques,8{11 important loss of data may lead to very annoying degradations. Second, the resynchronization or

error localization techniques aim at limiting spatially and/or temporally error propagation.12{15 These techniques

however do not take into account the local relevance of video data,16 which is the only consideration leading to optimal

scenarios. Finally, unequal error protection schemes try to eÆciently recover the missing video information.17{20

Similarly to the resynchronization techniques, the best results could though only be obtained with a judicious packet

prioritization process.21 In this category, layered coding22 and the new Multiple Description Coding schemes23 could

be mentioned as the most promising algorithms. Optimal error resilient schemes should however combine techniques

of the three categories. Given bit budget constraints, such a combination is indeed the only way to provide the best

video quality.

In this work, we propose an adaptive MPEG-2 information structuring and protection algorithm targeting inter-

active video applications. This algorithm fully exploits the nonstationary nature of the video signal exactly where

it lies. The structuring part of the algorithm (AMIS) adaptively modulates the number of slice headers24 and intra-

coded macroblocks25 in order to minimize the impact of data loss, and thus to maximize the perceived video quality.

To do so, it measures the impact of an hypothetical packet loss. The protection part of the algorithm (AMISP)

adaptively triggers the underlying Network Adaptation Layer (NAL) to generate redundancy data (i.e., FEC pack-

ets), according to the structuring information. Data packets are thus protected whenever their loss would lead to

annoying degradations in the reconstructed video. AMISP produces therefore a very low overhead in comparison to

existing techniques.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briey describes the MPEG-2 standard and the impact of data

loss onto the decoded video sequence. Section 3 then states the error resilience problem driven by timing and cost

constraints. AMIS, the structuring part of the algorithm is presented in Section 4. The algorithm is then extended by

an adaptive protection scheme to become AMISP addressed in Section 5. The performances of AMISP are discussed

in Section 6, where AMISP is compared to usual video transmission schemes. Finally, concluding remarks are given

in Section 7.

2. MPEG-2 SENSITIVITY TO DATA LOSS

Figure 1. MPEG-2 video structure.

An MPEG-2 video stream is hierarchically structured as illustrated in Figure 1. The smallest entity de�ned by

the standard is the block, which is an area of 8�8 pixels of luminance or chrominance. A macroblock (16�16 pixels)

contains four blocks of luminance samples and two, four or eight blocks of chrominance samples, depending on the

chrominance format. A variable number of macroblocks is encapsulated in an entity called slice. As required by the

MPEG standard, each new line of macroblocks begins with a slice header. However, there is no constraint on slice
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length. To decrease the overhead and hence increase the compression, very often a slice continues all the way to the

end of a macroblock line. Slices occur in the bit stream in the order in which they are produced. Thus, each picture

is composed of a variable number of slices.
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Figure 2. Data loss propagation in MPEG-2 video streams.

Figure 2 shows how network losses map into visual information losses in di�erent types of MPEG frames (I, P or

B). Data loss spreads within a single picture up to the next resynchronization point (e.g., picture or slice headers)

due to macroblock-to-macroblock di�erential and variable-length coding. This is referred to as spatial propagation.

When loss occurs in a reference picture (I- or P- picture), the lost macroblocks will a�ect the predicted macroblocks

in subsequent frame(s). This is known as temporal propagation.

Error concealment is generally used to reduce the impact of data loss on the visual information. The error

concealment algorithms include, for example, spatial interpolation, temporal interpolation and early resynchroniza-

tion. The MPEG-2 standard3 proposes an elementary error concealment algorithm based on motion compensation.

It estimates the motion vectors of the lost macroblock by using the motion vectors of neighbouring macroblocks

in the a�ected picture (provided that these have not also been lost). There is however an obvious problem with

lost macroblocks whose neighbours are intra-coded, since usually they do not have associated motion vectors. To

get around this problem, the encoding can include motion vectors also for intra macroblocks �. Eventhough error

concealment may, in general, eÆciently decrease the visibility of losses, severe data loss may however still lead to

annoying degradations in the decoded video quality.

The robustness of compressed MPEG-2 video may be dramatically increased by judiciously inserting resynchro-

nization points in the bit stream. These can be obtained by extra slice headers to limit the spatial propagation

and intra-coded macroblocks to stop the temporal propagation. However, the addition of extra slice headers and/or

intra-coded macroblocks is not costless. Under the same video traÆc constraints, it reduces indeed the amount of

bits available to code pure video information, which a�ects the quality of the reconstructed video. Similarly, in

open-loop VBR transmission (i.e., constant quantizer scale for the whole video sequence), it increases the bit rate to

be sent throughout the network without a�ecting the encoding video quality.

3. PROBLEM STATEMENT

We focus on providing the end-user with the best video quality given some networking QoS parameters (i.e., expected

packet loss ratio). The video quality the end-user experiences depends both on the quality of the compressed video

before transmission and on the degradation due to packet loss. Therefore, this work addresses the optimal trade-o�

between pure video information (i.e., source coding) and redundant data (i.e., channel coding) under a given bit

budget. This is not a trivial problem as the optimal bandwidth distribution (i.e., source vs. channel coding) strongly

depends on the underlying local video content. For example, slow-moving video areas are easy to recover from

data loss with appropriate error concealment techniques, and thus do not necessitate any particular channel coding

attention.

�Some MPEG-2 encoder chips automatically produce concealment motion vectors for all macroblocks.
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Therefore, we simplify the problem by making the following assumptions. First, we consider the packet loss

process a�ecting the video stream to be independent.26 The authors in5 have shown that this loss pattern leads to

the worst video quality under the same packet loss ratio. Also, we consider the sender to be aware of both (i) the

packet loss ratio measured at the receiver, and (ii) the error concealment technique implemented at the decoder. The

knowledge of the error concealment algorithm leads to the optimal scenario. However, if it is not known a-priori, our

algorithm would still behave well.

Furthermore, the portion of the total bandwidth aiming at protecting the stream may be divided into two parts:

(i) structuring (i.e., limiting MPEG-2 error propagation) and, (ii) FEC-based protection. In the remainder, we

develop AMISP, a content-based FEC technique sitting on top of an adaptive structuring algorithm.

4. ADAPTIVE MPEG-2 STRUCTURING

This section presents the Adaptive MPEG-2 Structuring scheme25 used in our algorithm. The way macroblock loss

probabilities are computed is �rst presented. The structuring algorithm itself is then briey described.

4.1. Loss Probability Matrices

It has been noticed that a macroblock may be damaged in any of the three following cases:

� (i) it belongs to a packet that has been lost during transmission

� (ii) it belongs to a slice that has been a�ected by a packet loss (spatial propagation)

� (iii) it is temporally dependent on a damaged macroblock of a previous reference frame (temporal propagation).

which are discussed below.

The �rst factor that may a�ect a macroblock is the transmission error. If we assume a uniform loss pattern, the

probability � for a packet to be lost is given by the PLR experienced on the network. Therefore, without any other

information about the packet loss process, every packet has the same average probability to be lost, � = PLR. Let
us now call Bn(i; j), the macroblock at the ith column and the jth row of a given frame n. Under the assumption
that a macroblock is lost as soon as part of it is missing, the probability �n(i; j) for the macroblock Bn(i; j) to be

lost is given by:

�n(i; j) = � Nn(i; j); 8 (i; j) j 1 � i � Brow and 1 � j � Bcolumn: (1)

where Nn(i; j) is the number of packets containing the macroblock Bn(i; j). Brow and Bcolumn are respectively

the number of macroblocks per frame row and column.

The second factor that may a�ect a macroblock is spatial propagation. In case of transmission error, an MPEG-2

decoder skips all video information up to the next slice header, which acts as a spatial resynchronization point.

Consequently, when a macroblock is lost within a slice, all subsequent macroblocks of the same slice are considered

as being damaged, even if they do not belong to the lost packet.

Thus, for a given frame n, the probability Pn(i; j) for a macroblock Bn(i; j) not to be correctly decoded (trans-

mission error + spatial propagation) is given by:

Pn(i; j) = �n(i; j) + � Mn(i; j)

= � [Nn(i; j) +Mn(i; j)]; (2)

8 (i; j) j 1 � i � Brow and 1 � j � Bcolumn:

where, Mn(i; j) represents the number of packets within the same slice before the �rst packet related to Bn(i; j)
(see Figure 3).

There is an exception to this rule. Indeed, according to the MPEG-2 syntax, every frame is preceded by a header.

If a packet containing a frame header is lost, the entire frame is skipped, making Eq. (2) useless. We assume this

case to be rare enough to be neglected. This assumption is enforced when these headers are protected via a speci�c

FEC scheme.27
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Figure 3. Illustration of Pn(i; j). The numbers in each macroblock represent Mn +Nn values.

The third factor that may a�ect a macroblock is temporal propagation19 (see Section 2). This kind of degradation

appears when a macroblock motion vector points to an erroneous picture area in the reference frame. Let En�k
n

denote the probability for the pixel p to be a�ected by loss in frame k. Roughly, its computation has to take into

account the motion vectors chosen by the encoder, and the loss probability is reset by Intra-coding. Please refer to
25,28 for a detailed formulation of this probability.

4.2. The Structuring Algorithm: AMIS

The Adaptive MPEG-2 Information Structuring (AMIS) algorithm works as follows: an extra resynchronization

point is inserted in the bit stream whenever hypothetical data loss would lead to video degradation above a desired

threshold, after error concealment.

The mean luminance di�erence (MLD) has been chosen as distortion measure. It corresponds to the simplest

metric correlated with human perception10 (under the assumption that the viewer stands far enough from the

monitor). The MLD for B(i; j) is de�ned as follows:

Æ(i; j) =
1

256

256X
p=1

Bp(i; j)�
1

256

256X
p=1

eBp(i; j); (3)

where, (i; j) is the macroblock position in the frame and p is the pixel position in the corresponding macroblock.

B(i; j) and eB(i; j) represent respectively a correctly (error-free) decoded macroblock and the corresponding damaged
macroblock.

AMIS is divided in two distinct parts: (i) the spatial part, which deals with slice headers insertion, and (ii) the

temporal part, which is in charge of deciding when a macroblock should be intra-coded. Indeed, inserting extra slice

headers has no e�ect on temporal error propagation. Also, adding intra-coded macroblock does not help in limiting

the spatial error propagation. Therefore, these two parts are considered independently. However, it is clear that the

slice structure of reference frames may inuence the insertion decision of intra-coded macroblocks.

AMIS-Spatial :

The spatial part of AMIS aims at limiting the spatial error propagation, or at least its visible degradation. It

introduces an extra slice header as soon as the distortion due to hypothetical loss reaches a given threshold, �s.

Clearly a new slice is inserted as soon as: X
Bn(i;j)2S

Æn
s(i; j) Pn(i; j) � �s; (4)

where, Bn(i; j) is the current macroblock belonging to slice S and, Æn
s(i; j) corresponds to the expected MLD in

case Bn(i; j) was damaged. Pn(i; j), de�ned in Eq. (2), represents the probability for B(i; j) to be spatially damaged,
by packet loss or spatial propagation.
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Actually, the expected distortion is weighted by its likelihood to occur. There is indeed no need to protect an

area not likely to be lost, even if the corresponding distortion would be high. The spatial threshold �s regulates the

acceptable level of distortion. The smaller the threshold, the higher the number of slices.

AMIS-Spatial also takes the packetization process into account: no more than one slice header is encapsulated in

the same network loss entity.15

AMIS-Temporal :

The temporal part of AMIS is more complex. First, let us assume that losses in di�erent reference frames can be

considered independently in regard to their impact on the current frame. Even though not completely correct, this

assumption places the encoding process in the worst case from the distortion point of view. It will tend to generate

more protection than e�ectively needed, but greatly simpli�es the AMIS mechanism.

AMIS-Temporal analyzes every single macroblock and decides whether or not to intra-code it. Again, this decision

depends on the macroblock distortion due to temporal propagation of data loss.

The decision may be expressed as follows. The distortion due to temporal error propagation is weighted by the

corresponding loss probability matrix and compared to a threshold �t. This weighted distortion is obtained by

summing the e�ects of uniformly-distributed packet losses in every single previous reference frame, up to the last

intra-coded picture (n� I). Finally, the condition for a macroblock Bn(i; j) to be intra-coded in frame n is given by:

IX
k=1

�
1

256

X
p2Bn(i;j)

E
n�k

n
(p) Æn;k

t(i; j)

�
� �t; (5)

where En�k
n

represents the probability for the pixel p to be a�ected by loss in frame k.25 The expected MLD

between the current MB correctly decoded and its substitute in case of loss in the reference frame k is given by

Æn;k
t(i; j). Again, the temporal threshold �t regulates the acceptable level of distortion. The smaller the threshold,

the higher the number of intra-coded macroblocks.

5. ADAPTIVE MPEG-2 STRUCTURING AND PROTECTION

5.1. On-the-y Adaptive Protection

The structuring scheme presented here above limits loss propagation within the sequence, but does not avoid losses.

Its eÆciency is limited to low loss ratios. For higher loss rates, there are two major ways to �ght against losses:

retransmission schemes (e.g., ARQ) and Forward Error Correction (FEC). Considering interactive video applications,

FEC is more appropriate than retransmission since it introduces smaller delays.

Forward Error Correction means that redundancy is added to the data so that the receiver can recover from

losses or errors without any further intervention from the sender. Due to the low bit error rates associated with

the modern communication media, the assumption is made that decoding is mainly impeded by packet loss (i.e.,

erasures) caused by network congestion and the resultant bu�er overow and queuing delay. In this case, packet-level

FEC schemes29{32 usually protect kFEC video packets by means of nFEC�kFEC redundancy packets (see Figure 4).

Video packets FEC packets

n      - k

n

k FECFEC

FEC

FEC

Figure 4. Media-independent FEC scheme.

Such a scheme is able to recover up to nFEC � kFEC lost packets in a block of nFEC packets. The video packet

loss process is then modi�ed, and the resulting packet loss ratio for FEC-protected packets becomes �FEC . Under
the assumption of independent losses, �FEC , is given by33:

�FEC = �

"
1�

nFEC�kFEC�1X
i=0

�
nFEC � 1

i

�
�i (1� �)

nFEC�i�1

#
; (6)
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It is clear from the previous equation that FEC algorithms do not guarantee a perfect reconstruction of the video.

Usage of FEC thus results from a trade o� between delay and reliability. This shows the need of an underlying error

resilient encoding scheme to limit remaining losses degradations (i.e., AMIS).

On the other hand, FEC introduces an overhead of nFEC�kFEC

nFEC
. This overhead could be very important for

schemes built to be robust at high loss ratio (i.e., large values of nFEC � kFEC). In the same time, network

conditions could be highly variable in the today Internet, so that high overhead are not always needed. Optimal

FEC overhead should then adapts to network conditions, and the FEC schemes should be able to follow loss ratio

uctuations.34 However, this kind of evolution towards an adaptive algorithm is based on the assumption that the

network PLR is known. If it is not the case, the protection could be totally ineÆcient. This also arises the need for

an underlying video error resilient encoding.

Finally, similarly to the structuring problem, optimal FEC scheme should also take into account the video content.

Indeed not all video packets have the same perceptual relevance, following the scene content or the frame type in

MPEG-2,35 for example. The needs for adaptivity to both network conditions and video-content lead to the AMISP

algorithm presented in the next section.

5.2. The adaptive protection algorithm: AMISP

The proposed adaptive protection algorithm is the following. During the encoding process, a packet p is marked to

be protected whenever its hypothetical loss would introduce an unacceptable degradation. Similarly to Eq. (4), the

loss probability weighted distortion is compared to a third threshold �FEC :X
Bn(i;j)2p

Æs(i; j) � � �FEC ; (7)

Whenever AMISP decides to protect a packet, it triggers the underlying network adaptation layer (NAL). The

NAL starts counting kFEC video packets and then inserts nFEC � kFEC FEC packets in the MPEG-2 bit stream.

Of course, if the elected packet already belongs to a FEC block, no additional overhead is inserted. Like in the

structuring scheme, the amount of redundancy is driven by the threshold �FEC which represents the Quality of

Service desired at the receiver. The adaptive FEC algorithm is easily implemented on RTP protocols, thanks to the

support for FEC protection.36

The structuring part of AMISP still works in the same manner. However, the macroblock loss probability Pn

(see Eq. (2)) becomes fPn and is now given by:

fPn(i; j) =

Nn(i;j)X
p=1

�p +

Mn(i;j)X
p=1

�p; with �p 2 f�; �FECg; (8)

where Mn(i; j) still represents the number of RTP packets within the same slice before and excluding Bn(i; j).
Nn(i; j) represents the number of packets containing part of the macroblock Bn(i; j). The packet loss probability �p
is either equal to �FEC or �, depending on whether the packet is FEC-protected or not.

It has to be noticed that packet are FEC-protected in regard to their inuence onto spatial distortion. These

packets very likely contain a slice header due to the similarity between relations (4) and (7). However, the temporal

propagation phenomenon is not taken into account by the protection decision process. The reasons of this choice

are twofold. First, the temporal propagation of an error in the current frame cannot be predicted. Second, it can

be assumed that the most relevant packets (i.e., FEC-protected packets) are the packets that would also cause the

highest temporal distortion.

Finally, the video source rate control has also been slightly modi�ed to take into account FEC packets generation.

The total source rate (i.e, video and protection information) has indeed to respect bandwidth constraints. Therefore,

a FEC packet insertion directly reduces the bit rate available to code video DCT coeÆcients. Hence, the larger the

number of FEC packets, the smaller the bit rate available to code pure video information.
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5.3. FEC parameters

One issue was not addressed in the previous section: the choice of the FEC parameters nFEC and kFEC . Several

criteria have to be considered. First, the overhead nFEC�kFEC

nFEC
as to be kept as small as possible and to be adapted

to the expected loss ratio. However, this ratio does not need to be very large to ensure a large recovery probability.

It has been shown indeed that, even for a small nFEC�kFEC

nFEC
ratio, FEC can be very e�ective and reduces the

loss probability by several orders of magnitude.37 Figure 5 shows that small overhead can lead to very low loss

probabilities after FEC reconstruction, especially for low to medium loss ratios. Moreover, decreasing the overhead

(i.e., increasing kFEC) does not lead to a proportional increase in loss probability after FEC reconstruction. The

ratio eÆciency-overhead is then larger for large kFEC values, assuming losses occur independently.
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Figure 5. Packet loss probability after FEC reconstruction, versus FEC parameter kFEC , for nFEC � kFEC = 1.

Second, the FEC scheme has to meet strict delay constraints in interactive applications. The delay introduced

by FEC should not be much larger than one frame, since other delays are also introduced along the transmission

path. Since one TS packets represents already a delay of about 5.6 ms in a 6 Mbit=s connection, nFEC should not

be larger than 10 to 15 packets. This value is however directly dependent on the bit rate.

Third, it has been shown that for a given overhead, large values of kFEC lead to the best reconstruction probabil-

ities.17 In the other hand, small kFEC values ensure a more eÆcient protection of elected packets. All the previous

statements suggests that the value of kFEC should be chosen as large as possible, given some delay constraints. Then

nFEC value should be computed accordingly to o�er a suÆcient protection, but also to minimize the overhead.

Finally, FEC parameters could vary dynamically according to loss patterns (i.e., PLR and average length of burst

of errors). On-going work is currently trying to optimize these parameters according to network conditions and the

degree of protection accuracy. For sake of simplicity, nFEC � nFEC = 1 in the following experiments. This allows

moreover a very simple and rapid exclusive-OR based FEC scheme.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

6.1. Experimental Setup

The setup used to measure the performances of our algorithm is the following.

The input data is a 400-frame long sequence conforming to the ITU-R 601 format (TV-resolution, 720 �

576@25fps). It includes �ve video scenes that di�er in terms of spatial and temporal complexities. An MPEG-

2 video encoder based on the Test Model v538 has been used to encode the data as interlaced video with a structure

of 12 images per GoP and 2 B-pictures between every reference picture. The sequence is encoded in CBR mode,

at a total bit rate of 6 Mbps. Motion vectors are produced for each macroblock for the motion compensated error

concealment (see Section 2). An MPEG-2 transport stream encoder39 encapsulates the encoded MPEG-2 bit stream
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into 18800-byte packetized elementary stream (PES) packets. These are then divided into �xed-length transport

stream (TS) packets (i.e., 188 bytes including the TS header).

A network adaptation layer (NAL) provides selective forward error correction (FEC) and error detection ca-

pabilities. FEC packets decrease the bit rate of MPEG-2 sequence so that the total bit rate remains unchanged.

The real-time Internet protocol stack including the Real-Time Protocol (RTP), UDP and IP is considered for the

bit stream transmission. The RTP/UDP/IP protocol stack has now been widely accepted for the delivery of delay-

sensitive and loss-sensitive services over packet networks. In our simulations, every RTP packet contains one MPEG-2

TS packet as in most current implementations.40

0
1-q

1

p

q

1-p

Figure 6. The Gilbert model.

A model-based data loss generator reproduces transmission losses. For this purpose, we used a two-state Marko-

vian model (Gilbert model,41 see Figure 6). States 0 and 1 correspond respectively to the correct reception and loss

of a packet. The transition rates p and q between the states control the lengths of the error bursts. Hence, there are

three parameters to be controlled: the �xed packet size (PS), the packet loss ratio (PLR) and the average number

of packets lost in a burst of errors (ABL). In our experiments, losses are independent, so that p = 1� q.

The �nal video quality after error concealment is evaluated by means of the MPQM tool,42 which proved to

behave consistently with human judgments. Indeed, many studies have shown that the usual PSNR metric is poorly

correlated with human perception as it does not take visual masking into consideration. The per-frame quality values

given by the MPQM tool are then gathered together by means of a Minkowski summation43 (i.e., weighted average).

6.2. Experimental results and comparisons

Figure 7 �rst shows the inuence of the kFEC parameter onto the �nal video quality. At low loss ratios, all schemes

have the same behavior thanks to the adaptivity feature of AMISP. The protection scheme generates almost the

same number of redundancy packets in each case. However, at high loss rates, smaller kFEC values provide the best

quality, since a very eÆcient protection is mandatory for a good decoding. At medium loss rates, larger kFEC values

o�er the best compromise between eÆciency and overhead, and thus lead to the best quality. As stated before,

kFEC = 10 seems to �t both delay and robustness requirements, at least in the most common � range (i.e., between
10�4 and 5� 10�2).

Figure 8 compares AMISP with a basic TM-5 video encoding protected by a regular (by opposition to adaptive)

FEC scheme, which generates one redundancy packet every ten video packets. The total bit rate (i.e., video infor-

mation and FEC overhead) is �xed to 6 Mbps for each transmission. It is clearly visible that AMISP provides a

better end-to-end quality over the complete packet loss ratio range. At low � values, the improvement in quality is

mainly due to the adaptivity feature of AMISP: it generates less redundancy, and thus provides more accurate video

information. At high loss rates, both schemes perform similarly in terms of protection. However, the quality o�ered

by AMISP is much higher thanks to the underlying structuring scheme (i.e., AMIS). This scheme indeed limits the

error propagation within the decoded sequence. These two phenomenon are described further in the following �gures.

Figure 9 emphasizes the usefull adaptivity feature to network conditions. The end-to-end quality of AMISP is

compared to the same video bit rate but protected by a regular FEC scheme. At low loss ratio AMISP provides a

better quality since it does not generate useless overhead. Meanwhile, both algorithms are equivalent at high loss

ratios. The number of packets AMISP has to protect becomes very large in these conditions. Hence, the adaptive

protection becomes very close to a regular protection scheme.

Finally, Figure 10 demonstrates the advantages of the underlying structuring scheme.28 AMISP is compared to

a TM-5 encoding protected by the same adaptive FEC scheme used in AMISP. It is clear that both algorithms leads

to the same quality at low loss rates. Indeed, losses that would cause important degradations are recovered by the

FEC algorithm. However, the gap between both schemes grows rapidly with the loss ratio. Indeed, the protection
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Figure 10. End-to-end quality versus the packet

loss ratio. Comparison of the AMISP algorithm

(kFEC = 10 and nFEC = 11) with a TM-5 encoding

and the same adaptive FEC scheme. The total bit

rate is about 6 Mbps.

algorithm looses some of its eÆciency. The errors propagate within the TM-5 sequence, while they are kept to an

acceptable level in AMIS.

7. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a new adaptive error resilient scheme for TV-resolution MPEG-2 video streams interactive delivery,

namely AMISP. It includes a media-dependent FEC algorithm relying on an MPEG-2 syntactic structuring technique.

A judicious combination of protection redundancy, MPEG syntactic data and pure video information showed to
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greatly improve the �nal quality under a given bit budget. Experimental results have shown that AMISP dramatically

outperformed existing techniques, thanks to its eÆcient adaptivity to the network conditions. Moreover, it must be

noted that AMISP does not signi�cantly increase the MPEG-2 encoding complexity. Finally, AMISP could also be

applied to other video standards at the cost of a few modi�cations.
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